Abstract-Eigendecomposition is a common technique that is performed on sets of correlated images in a number of computer vision and robotics applications. Unfortunately, the computation of an eigendecomposition can become prohibitively expensive when dealing with very high-resolution images. While reducing the resolution of the images will reduce the computational expense, it is not known a priori how this will affect the quality of the resulting eigendecomposition. The work presented here provides an analysis of how different resolution reduction techniques affect the eigendecomposition. A computationally efficient algorithm for calculating the eigendecomposition based on this analysis is proposed. Examples show that this algorithm performs well on arbitrary video sequences.
Using the Low-Resolution Properties of Correlated Images to Improve the Computational Efficiency of Eigenspace Decomposition
Kishor Saitwal, Student Member, IEEE, Anthony A. Maciejewski, Fellow, IEEE, Rodney G. Roberts, Senior Member, IEEE, and Bruce A. Draper [10] , [11] , object recognition [12] - [15] , pose detection [16] , [17] , visual tracking [18] , [19] , and inspection [20] - [23] . All of these applications take advantage of the fact that a set of highly correlated images can be approximately represented by a small set of eigenimages [24] - [32] . Once the set of principal eigenimages is determined, online computation using these eigenimages can be performed very efficiently. However, the offline calculation required to determine both the appropriate number of eigenimages, as well as the eigenimages themselves can be prohibitively expensive.
The resolution of the given correlated images, in terms of the number of pixels, is one of the factors that determines the computational cost of eigendecomposition. In particular, many common algorithms that compute the complete SVD of a general matrix require on the order of flops, where is the total number of pixels in a single image and is the number of images. Most users of eigendecomposition techniques would like to use as high a resolution as is available for the original images in order to maintain as much information as possible; however, this frequently results in an impractical computational burden. Thus users are typically forced to downsample their images to a lower resolution using a "rule of thumb" or some ad hoc criterion to obtain a manageable level of computation. The purpose of the work described here is to provide an analysis of how different resolution reduction techniques affect the resulting eigendecomposition. This analysis is then used to improve the computational efficiency of one of the fastest known eigendecomposition algorithms, proposed by Chang et al. [32] , without sacrificing the quality of the resulting eigenimages.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a review of the fundamentals of applying eigendecomposition to related images and reviews the previous works that address the problem of calculating the partial SVD of large matrices. This section also defines comparison criteria to quantify errors in eigendecompositions. Section III illustrates two different techniques of using a low-resolution SVD to approximate a high-resolution SVD. Section IV gives an overview of Chang's algorithm [32] and points out the limitation of its computational efficiency. A mathematical analysis along with some empirical results is provided in Section V that explains why reduction by random sampling can be more effective than any lowpass filtering technique. This analysis along with the low-resolution properties of correlated images from Section III motivated several changes to Chang's algorithm, outlined in Section VI, to quickly compute the desired portion of the eigendecomposition based on a user-specified measure of accuracy. In Section VII, the performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated on arbitrary video sequences. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section VII.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Singular Value Decomposition of Correlated Images
In this work, a grayscale image is an array of square pixels with intensity values normalized between 0 and 1. Thus, an image will be represented by a matrix . Because sets of related images are considered here, the image vector of length can be obtained by "row-scanning" an image into a column vector, i.e.,
. The image data matrix of a set of images is an matrix, denoted , and defined as , where typically . The case with fixed is considered in this study, as opposed to cases where is constantly updated with new images.
The SVD of is given by (1) where and are orthogonal, and where with and is an by zero matrix. The SVD of plays a central role in several important imaging applications such as image compression and pattern recognition. The columns of , denoted , are referred to as the left singular vectors or eigenimages of , while the columns of , denoted , are referred to as the right singular vectors of . The corresponding singular values measure how "aligned" the columns of are with the associated eigenimage.
In practice, the singular values and the corresponding singular vectors are not known or computed exactly, and instead their estimates are used. Hence, it is important to define appropriate comparison criteria that can measure the errors between the true and approximated eigenspaces. The next section defines four such error measures that are relevant to a user's motivation for preforming an eigendecomposition.
B. Difference Measures for SVD
The simplest error measures considered in this paper are: 1) the difference between the true and the approximated singular values and 2) the angles between the corresponding singular vectors calculated for a set of correlated images. However, the th approximated singular vector may not be aligned with the th true singular vector even though the subspaces containing the first vectors may span the same vector space. Hence, two more error measures are defined in this section that will compare the subspaces consisting of the singular vectors rather than the individual vectors.
1) Energy Recovery Ratio:
True and approximated eigenimages of can be compared in terms of their capability of recovering the amount of the total energy in . This "energy recovery ratio" can be given by (2) where represents the Frobenius norm and is the th approximated eigenimage. The true eigenimages yield the maximum energy recovery ratio.
2) Residue Between Subspaces:
The possibility that the data matrix can be rotated into the data matrix is explored [33] by solving the problem (3) where is an orthogonal matrix, and is the residue. The that minimizes can be calculated as follows:
• form the matrix ; • compute the SVD of , i.e., ; • find the orthogonal matrix where , and are the , and matrices for , respectively. If and are orthogonal matrices, it can be shown that the residue becomes (4) with the matrix containing the singular values, of providing the principal angles between the subspaces, i.e., (5) where is the th principal angle. The smaller the residue , the closer and are to representing the same subspace.
The above two error measures provide slightly different information regarding the "quality" of the estimated eigenimages. The energy recovery ratio , implicitly includes the effect of the singular values and thus weights the estimated eigenimages differently based on their importance. In contrast, the residue between the subspaces , is purely a subspace measure. The principal angles that constitute provide detailed information about how the estimated eigenspace is oriented relative to the true eigenspace.
C. Previous Work
The precomputation of estimates of the left singular vectors of the matrix can be a computationally expensive operation when and are very large. Reducing this computational expense by taking advantage of the fact that only the principle singular vectors are of interest has been the subject of previous work.
One class of techniques relies on finding the eigenimages iteratively. The variants of the SVD power method, which calculates the dominant singular values and vectors one at a time, are discussed in [24] and [25] . In [28] , Vogel et al. considered the block power method and the Lanczos method to solve the SVD of ill-posed problems. These methods, unlike the power method, iterate with pairs of singular vectors at a time instead of one. The gradient-type algorithms [26] , [27] recast the search for the dominant singular vectors into an optimization problem that is solved using gradient or conjugate gradient methods. There are other iterative methods that work on symmetric matrices [27] , [34] that have been applied to either or . Another class of techniques relies on updating a small set of eigenimages by recursively adding one image at a time. Murakami et al. [29] illustrated a method for updating a fixed number of eigenimages. Chandrasekaran's method [30] , on the other hand, adaptively changed the number of eigenimages calculated.
Other techniques include Murase et al. [31] that compute the eigenimages of the approximated matrix in the discrete cosine transform domain. Chang et al. [32] use a fundamentally different algorithm (refer to Section IV) that was motivated by the fact that for a set of planar rotated images, the matrix is a circulant matrix and the (unordered) SVD of for this case is known in closed form. However, the major drawback of all these approaches is that their computation time is highly dependent on the resolution of the original images.
III. EFFECT OF RESOLUTION ON THE EIGENDECOMPOSITION
This section illustrates two possible ways of using low-resolution SVD to approximate eigenimages of the original highresolution images. Section III-A explains the required modifications of a low-resolution SVD for a meaningful comparison with its high-resolution counterpart. Sections III-A1 and III-A2 illustrate two techniques that can be used to approximate high-resolution eigenimages using a low-resolution SVD. These two techniques are then evaluated using some empirical results in Sections III-B.
A. Comparison of SVDs at Different Resolutions
The SVD of correlated images at different resolutions give different and matrices. To perform a meaningful comparison, the singular values and singular vectors of the low-resolution image data matrix must be modified. To distinguish both the resolution and the size of a singular vector, the notation is used, where the preceding superscript denotes the fact that the vector is associated with -dimensional image vectors and the subscript denotes the actual dimension of the vector . The matrix consisting of column is represented as . The size of the right singular vectors is not affected by the resolution of the images and hence these vectors at different resolutions can be directly compared with each other. On the other hand, low-resolution eigenimages need to be enlarged properly before they can be compared with high-resolution eigenimages. Finally, low-resolution singular values must be scaled up properly before they can be compared with those at high resolution.
(This is due to the change in the norm of an image vector when an image is reduced.)
1) Interpolation of Low-Resolution Eigenimages:
One obvious way to compare eigenimages at different resolutions is to enlarge the eigenimages at lower resolutions to match in size with those at higher resolution. This can be performed by using a number of different interpolation techniques. Due to the enlargement and interpolation, the resulting eigenimages are typically no longer orthonormal. If consists of all the interpolated eigenimages, , as its columns, then QR decomposition can be carried out on this matrix, i.e., (6) where is an upper triangular matrix and the columns of are an orthonormal basis for the interpolated eigenimages. These approximated eigenimages can now be compared with the true eigenimages in . Because the low-resolution eigenimages are enlarged to the size of high-resolution eigenimages, each low-resolution singular value should be scaled using (7) where represents the th low-resolution singular value that is to be compared with a higher resolution singular value.
2) Using Low-Resolution Right Singular Vectors:
The highresolution image data matrix can also be multiplied by to obtain the basis for the corresponding approximate high-resolution eigenimages, i.e., (8) Again, the QR decomposition can be carried out to find an orthonormal basis for , i.e.,
The orthonormal eigenimages in can now be compared with the true eigenimages in . The norms of the s can be used as an approximation of the corresponding singular values of . This approximation can also be obtained from the matrix R, i.e., (10)
B. Empirical Results To Evaluate Two Techniques
The two techniques used to approximate high-resolution eigenimages were evaluated using a data set consisting of images from successive frames of arbitrary video sequences. Specifically, there are 18 such video sequences that were used. Table I in the row labeled "Index (0)."
TABLE I IMAGE SIZES AT DIFFERENT RESOLUTIONS FOR THE VIDEO SEQUENCES
Each video sequence consists of 150 images; the first, middle, and last frames from each set are shown in Fig 1. The original image sizes for all the video sequences are given in Table I in the second row labeled "Index ." This "Index" gives the reduction factor for the original images (the larger the index, the larger the reduction of the original images). The highresolution image data matrices are formed for all 18 video sequences using the original images and the corresponding "true" SVDs are computed. The images are then reduced to some lower resolutions using a number of common low-pass filtering tech- Table I ). Solid lines in the plots give the "true" energy recovery ratio plot. niques 1 and the corresponding low-resolution SVDs are computed. These low-resolution SVDs are then used to approximate the high-resolution SVD using the two techniques described earlier. Fig. 2 shows that using right singular vectors to compute estimates of high-resolution eigenimages is much more accurate than using the interpolation of low-resolution eigenimages. This is also illustrated in Fig. 3 when using the resultant eigenimages for image reconstruction. The mathematical analysis in [35] further supports these results. 2 
IV. OVERVIEW OF CHANG'S ALGORITHM
The previous section has shown that reduction in spatial resolution has less of an effect on right singular vectors as compared to left singular vectors (assuming ). Therefore, eigendecomposition algorithms that operate on right singular vectors are less likely to be affected by reduction in spatial resolution. One such algorithm is Chang's eigendecomposition algorithm [32] , which is one of the fastest known algorithms for computing the first approximate eigenimages of correlated images to the user-specified accuracy. This section gives an overview of that algorithm, along with its computational efficiency. For this purpose, consider where each is obtained from by a 1 The low-pass filtering techniques implemented were box filtering, Gaussian filtering, and finite impulse response filtering with no appreciable differences between any of the results. 2 A mathematically tractable analysis was performed on all 4 2 2 image data matrices. It was shown that there always exists a family of such matrices where the interpolation of low-resolution eigenimages gives the worst possible approximations of the high-resolution eigenimages. However, using the right singular vectors always gives good approximations of the high-resolution eigenimages. 
It is shown in [32] that is a circulant matrix with circularly symmetric rows. Hence, its eigendecomposition [36] is given by (12) where is an matrix given by (13) and is an matrix consisting of the successively higher frequencies, starting from zero frequency, as its columns, which is given by
where and . If , the dimension of , is odd, then the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of come in pairs except for the first one. If is even, then the eigenvalue does not repeat and its corresponding eigenvector is (15) The above development means that an unordered SVD for planar rotated image sequence can be given in closed form. In particular, , i.e., the right singular vectors are pure sinusoids of frequencies that are multiples of radians and the dominant frequencies of the power spectra of the (ordered) right singular vectors increase linearly with their index. To compute , observe that , which can be computed efficiently using fast Fourier transform (FFT) techniques [32] . Although the above eigendecomposition analysis does not hold true for an arbitrary image sequence, it is shown in [32] that the analytical expressions for planar rotation can serve as good approximations for general 3-D cases. In particular, the following two properties are observed in arbitrary video sequences.
1) The right singular vectors are well-approximated by sinusoids of frequencies that are multiples of radians, and the magnitude-squared of the spectra, i.e., the "power spectra" of the right singular vectors consist of a narrow band around the corresponding dominant harmonics.
2) The dominant frequencies of the power spectra of the (ordered) singular vectors increase approximately linearly with their index. These two properties indicate that the right singular vectors are approximately spanned by the first few harmonics. Consequently, by projecting the row space of to a smaller subspace spanned by a few of the harmonics, the computational expense associated with the SVD computation can be significantly reduced.
Chang's algorithm makes use of the above two properties to determine the first left singular vectors of . Let be such that the power spectra of the first singular vectors are restricted to the band . Owing to the properties of the singular vectors discussed earlier, is typically not much larger than . Let denote the matrix comprising the first columns of . Then the first singular values and the corresponding left singular vectors of serve as excellent estimates to those of .
It was shown in [32] that when is chosen so as to satisfy , the quantity turns out to exceed for some , with being very good estimates for , and being very good estimates for . The energy recovery ratio can be efficiently approximated by . The entire algorithm in [32] for the fast computation of a partial SVD of is summarized as follows.
1) Form the matrix , whose th row is the FFT of the th row of . 2) Determine the smallest number such that , where is the user-specified reconstruction ratio. . This compares very favorably with the direct SVD approach, which requires flops, and in most cases with the updating SVD method [29] as well, which requires flops.
V. EFFECT OF SPATIAL REDUCTION ON TEMPORAL PROPERTIES
Chang's eigendecomposition algorithm reduces in the temporal dimension and thus is more computationally efficient than directly computing the SVD of correlated images. However, the first two steps in Chang's algorithm, i.e., the calculation of the value (referred to here as the "true" ) and the computation of the SVD of , still requires a significant amount of time because the algorithm works with the full spatial resolution of the images. Hence, it is desirable to reduce the images in the spatial dimension first. It was shown in Section III that the low-resolution SVD can be used to approximate high-resolution eigenimages. Hence these properties are used here to modify Chang's algorithm so that its computational efficiency is improved without sacrificing the accuracy of the resulting eigendecomposition.
As shown earlier, the low-resolution right singular vectors can be effectively used to determine approximate high-resolution eigenimages, when images are reduced using any filtering technique. Therefore, in Chang's algorithm, images can be reduced using a low-pass filtering technique and the corresponding right singular vectors can be used to approximate the eigenimages of . However, a reduced resolution version of an image can also be determined by random sampling of the pixels from . The following sections present an illustrative example, empirical evaluation, and a mathematical analysis to demonstrate why this random sampling is typically more effective than any low-pass filtering technique.
A. Illustrative Example
This section presents two artificial examples to illustrate the behavior of low-pass filtering as compared to random sampling. For these examples, box filtering was used to simplify the illustration. Fig. 4 shows the two "high-resolution" image sequences with images of size each. The corresponding box-filtered image frames (of size 2 2 each) are shown in Fig. 5 .
The sequence in Fig. 4 (a) was selected to illustrate the worst case for box filtering, while also being the best case for random sampling. It consists of image frames corresponding to a checkerboard with all pixels changing their intensity between the two extreme values from one frame to the next. Hence all four temporal frequencies are required to attain any user-specified reconstruction ratio for this sequence . However, for the corresponding box-filtered sequence in Fig. 5(a) , only the zero frequency is required to attain any reconstruction ratio , 3 thus giving the worst possible approximation of the original temporal properties. Now consider reducing the original sequence by randomly sampling 4 out of 16 pixels in all the images. Because the same permutation of four pixels is used over all four image frames, the reduced sequence will always give . Now consider the sequence in Fig. 4(b) which was selected to illustrate what is arguably the best case for box filtering. Fig. 6(a) shows the corresponding values of the true when is varied from 0.8 to 0.99 in steps of 0.01. It is easy to see that the corresponding box-filtered image frames in Fig. 5(b) 3 The values of p for box-filtered, Gaussian-filtered and randomly sampled sequences are referred to as p ; p , and p , respectively. (1) through (6) given in Table I . Each subplot title gives the video number and its corresponding p value (plotted with a horizontal dashed line) at the highest resolution, where p is the smallest number of frequency harmonics required to obtain > 0:95 in (2). The plots p and p give the p values at the lower resolutions when the images are reduced using random sampling and Gaussian filtering, respectively. For the random sampling technique, the images are reduced four different times to calculate four different p values and the maximum p value is assigned to p .
give for any reconstruction ratio. Now consider reducing this sequence using random sampling. There are such realizations and the corresponding values are plotted in Fig. 6(b) . It is easy to see that the median equals the true for all values of . Thus random sampling performs very well even in this case. As the following section will show, this is true in general, even when applied to real video sequences.
B. Empirical Results
The empirical results shown in Fig. 7 for arbitrary video sequences depict similar behavior to those seen in the illustrative example. For all the video sequences, the values decrease rapidly even for small reduction factors, indicating that Gaussian filtering makes the first few frequency components in the low-resolution images more dominant than they actually are in the high-resolution images. On the other hand, the values are always above the true values for all the video sequences, indicating that random sampling does not significantly alter the temporal properties of high-resolution images. The mathematical analysis given in the following section explains why spatial reduction of image frames using any low-pass filtering technique will have an undesired effect on the temporal frequencies of the original video sequence.
C. Mathematical Analysis
Objects in a video sequence typically experience relatively simple motions, e.g., translations, rotations, scaling, etc. Consequently, low-pass filtering the images of a video sequence tends to attenuate temporal as well as spatial high frequency information content. This observation will be illustrated with a mathematical example of a video sequence of an object experiencing a constant linear motion. For simplicity, assume that a video sequence consists of a single object in a black background moving in the negative direction. To further simplify the equations, assume without loss of generality that the object is moving with a velocity of one pixel per frame and that the video runs at a rate of one frame per second. If the object is represented by a function , the image at time is given by . The three-dimensional (3-D) discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the video sequence can be determined directly from the two-dimensional (2-D) DFT representation of , which is given by (16) where and represent the numbers of rows and columns in an image, respectively and the terms are the corresponding Fourier coefficients. More specifically (17) where the number of frames and is the Kronecker delta function with the property that . Thus the 3-D DFT representation of the video sequence is (18) where if otherwise.
Applying an ideal low-pass spatial filter to eliminate higher spatial frequencies in the individual frames, (18) becomes (20) where and are smaller than , and . Note that (19) was used to reduce the number of summations from three to two in the representation of so that the label was replaced with . From (20) , it is clear that not only are the higher spatial frequency components corresponding to and in the individual frames lost, but so are the higher temporal frequency components in the video sequence. This is because the linear motion coupled the temporal and spatial information as exhibited in this case by the term in (17) [cf., (19) ]. This argument also holds for video sequences of an object experiencing an arbitrary constant linear motion. Similar results hold for objects experiencing planar rotations or scaling, although the equations are somewhat more complicated. This inherent loss of important high frequency temporal information makes low-pass filtering an undesirable option for reducing the resolution of a video sequence. Random sampling on the other hand does not suffer from this phenomenon as it does not tend to selectively eliminate temporal frequencies. This motivates a modified version of Chang's algorithm, which is the topic of the next section.
VI. FAST EIGENSPACE DECOMPOSITION
The objective here is to determine the first few left singular vectors of [37] . Using the analysis of the resolution reduction techniques in the previous section, one can now make the appropriate modifications to Chang's algorithm to improve its computational efficiency. Random sampling is used to reduce in the spatial dimension and then Chang's method is used to reduce it further in the temporal dimension. An overview of the algorithm is presented first with the details following.
1) Generate the matrix for . 2) Randomly sample pixels from each image in to obtain the reduced image data matrix . 4 3) Determine the smallest number such that (21) where is the userspecified reconstruction ratio. where is an identity matrix and is a user-specified threshold. 9) Repeat Step 8) until for four consecutive times. 10) Compute that gives an approximate basis for the left singular vectors of . 11) Find the orthonormal basis for using the thin QR decomposition, i.e., and return . The above steps will now be explained in more detail. Steps 2)-4) compute the value for and the SVD of the matrix. Here, it is described why pixels are selected as the resolution of the downsampled version of an image. Recall that it is always true that (typically with ) for any image data matrix [32] ; therefore, more than pixels in each column in the reduced image data matrix are never needed to preserve the rank of at . However, if the resolution is selected at a value less than , one always runs the risk of artificially reducing 5 A thin SVD refers to a decomposition that returns only the first n left singular vectors for an m 2 n image data matrix. 6 X H is readily available after Step 3). 7 All S V matrices should be padded with the appropriate number of columns of zeros if necessary, so that each of them has s columns. 8 H consists of the first s columns of H in (14) .
the rank below . However, if is large, then one may want to incrementally determine an appropriate number of rows for .
Once the SVD of is calculated, gives the right singular vectors of . These right singular vectors can be considered a "good" approximation of their high-resolution counterparts [35] . However, different s require different numbers of harmonics to satisfy the user-specified reconstruction ratio, because the random pixels used to create a specific may not accurately represent the temporal properties of the entire . Hence, Steps 2)-4) are performed four times to improve the probability of accurately representing the high-resolution image data matrix. The number of times to repeat Steps 2)-4) was empirically determined (on average) to optimize computational efficiency. 9 Step 5) concatenates all matrices to form the matrix whose range will approximately span the dominant right singular vectors of [35] . The SVD of is computed in Step 6) to find its range, given by . Thus, computed in Step 7) can be considered as a good initial estimate of the right singular vectors of . Note that if s are used instead of s to form , then Step 7) will result in an unordered estimate of the right singular vectors of . To obtain an ordered estimate, the right singular vectors in each are scaled by their corresponding singular values before being concatenated in Step 5) . Fig. 7 shows that even after performing Steps 2) and 3) four different times, the maximum values for videos 3 and 4 may fall below the true values. Hence, Steps 8) and 9) are performed to check if there is any new information available in additional samplings of . If the new information in any is above a threshold, the matrix is updated. When no columns are added to the matrix for four consecutive times, the algorithm assumes that the final matrix provides a "good" basis for the right singular vectors of . 10 In short, Steps 2)-9) are performed to find the approximate right singular vectors of .
Step 10) computes the approximate basis for the left singular vectors of , while Step 11) computes the corresponding orthonormal basis using the QR decomposition. Optionally, one can also compute the minimum subspace that will satisfy the user-specified reconstruction ratio by checking if such that . The computational expense of the proposed algorithm is now briefly analyzed. The cost incurred in Step 2), i.e., constructing from requires flops, while the estimation of the smallest number in Step 3) requires flops. In Step 4), the cost of computing the SVD of the matrix requires flops.
Step 5) performs Steps 2)-4) four times. In Step 6), the cost of computing the SVD of the matrix requires flops, while finding the initial estimate of the right singular vectors of in Step 7) requires flops. Steps 8) and 9) that check if any new information should be added to require flops and are repeated an unknown, but typically small, number of times. In Step 10), multiplication of with requires flops and the QR decomposition of 9 Using more than four iterations may be unnecessary and using fewer than four may require more iterations of the more computationally expensive Step 8) . 10 The value four was empirically determined to make it highly unlikely that the number of columns in Z is far from the true value of p. in
Step 11) requires flops. If , then the total computation required is , which is essentially the cost of the QR decomposition.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed eigendecomposition algorithm was evaluated using all 18 video sequences in Fig 1. In particular, the algorithm was used to calculate the partial SVD of for each set, with and . Table II shows a breakdown of the average time required for the different steps in the proposed algorithm over ten trials for each video sequence. The last row shows the average percentage over all 18 video sequences, i.e., over 180 cases. It shows that in the typical cases, when , the algorithm is computationally very efficient with Steps 10) and 11) sharing the major computational burden. However, as the value of increases, the computational time required for
Step 11) that computes the orthonormal basis for using QR decomposition dominates the first ten steps combined. This agrees with the computational expense analysis of the proposed algorithm provided in the previous section. The total average time required for the algorithm is given in the column labeled "Total." Table III summarizes the performance of the proposed algorithm, showing , and the speedup factors for the video sequences. Compared to the direct SVD, the speedup factors with the proposed algorithm are in the range of 3.13-155.01. The original image frames for these video sequences do not have the same resolution, hence the speedup factor depends both on the value of and the original image resolution. However, one can observe a strong correlation between the value of and the speedup factor. This is evident from the table results, as the minimum speedup factor is obtained for video 3. Hence, in the typical cases when , the speedup factors will generally be more than 25.
The difference between and for each set was less than 0.13%, with an average of 0.07%, which reveals that provides a very good approximate basis for the first eigenimages . Table III also shows that the average values obtained with the proposed algorithm are virtually the same as those obtained with Chang's algorithm, while the speedup factors are in the range of 2.04-28.69. Thus, the proposed algorithm results in almost the same subspace with much better computational efficiency than Chang's algorithm.
The quality of the resulting eigendecomposition was also evaluated using the error measures described in Section II-B with all video sequences. The first video sequence is used as a representative example, the results of which are shown in Fig. 8 . These results reveal that the subspaces obtained using the proposed algorithm are as good as those obtained using Chang's algorithm when a -dimensional eigenspace is used. In particular, the residue between subspaces show that both the algorithms give nearly the same quality eigenspaces when the same dimension of is used. The difference between the energy recovery ratio plots, on the other hand, reveal that both the algorithms give virtually perfect image reconstruction for the -dimensional subspaces used.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a framework was presented for quantifying the tradeoff associated with performing eigendecomposition of correlated images at lower resolutions in order to mediate the high computational expense of performing these calculations at high resolutions. While doing so, it was shown that the low-resolution right singular vectors can be effectively used to approximate the high-resolution eigenimages without introducing significant error. It was also shown that the low-resolution right singular vectors can be accurately approximated by using a random sampling of pixels from the high-resolution videos. Finally, the similarity between the right singular vectors of correlated images at different resolutions was used to improve the computational efficiency of one of the fastest known eigenspace decomposition algorithms. Examples showed that the modified algorithm performed very well on arbitrary video sequences.
